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Course Description

We live in a world of communication. In our personal and work lives, we talk face-to-face, we talk on

landline and cell phones, we send text on cell phones, we write emails, and perhaps we write letters to

be sent by post. In personal communication our use of language may be casual and relatively informal.

However, our work lives require more rigour in how we use language, especially when we are writing.

Skill in writing is thus an important asset, so it is helpful to review the basic rules involving the use of

the English language so that we are communicating clearly and succinctly. Although these basic rules

are part of the concepts of “syntax” and “grammar,” it is not necessary to use these concepts to convey

the basic rules of the use of English language.

The objective of this course is to provide learners with an opportunity to strengthen their writing skills

by reviewing the basic rules of the English language. Participants will:

1. Develop strategies for working with reference materials.

2. Develop an understanding of syntax.

3. Discover the basics of punctuation.

4. Explore storytelling, both verbal and written.

Length
Length 40 Hours



Skill Statement

Implementing Environment
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Master basics of writing for work and personal communication.

9

Skill Component 1: Develop strategies for working with reference materials.

Performance Criteria

1.1 Use a dictionary to find the correct spelling of words.

1.2 Use a dictionary to find the meaning of words.

1.3 Use an encyclopedia to explain grammatical information.

1.4 Use a computer to find online reference resources. 

Skill Component 2: Develop an understanding of syntax.
Performance Criteria

2.1 Demonstrate an understanding of how words combine to form phrases, clauses, and sentences.

2.2 Demonstrate an understanding of how sentences are put together for optimal communication.

2.3 Identify and describe the Parts of Speech (Article, Noun, Adjective, Pronoun, Verb, Adverb, 

Preposition, Conjunction and Interjection).

2.4 Describe the different forms of the Parts of Speech (use of plurals, tense of verbs, etc.).
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Skill Component 3: Discover the basics of punctuation.
Performance Criteria

3.1 Describe the purpose of punctuation marks.

3.2 Identify the most common punctuation marks (comma, apostrophe, period, exclamation point,

question mark, quotation mark).

3.3 Use the most common punctuation marks in writing.

3.4 Identify other punctuation marks (colon, semicolon, brackets, dash, ellipsis).

3.5 Use a range of punctuation marks in writing.

Skill Component 4: Explore storytelling, both verbal and written.
Performance Criteria

4.1 Meet with community members to talk about their stories.

4.2 Research First Nation stories, legends and myths.

4.3 Write summaries of First Nations stories, legends and myths.

4.4 Make a list of personal stories. Write own story or stories.
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Course 9 

Resources/Content

1. Lesson Plan: Note Taking

2. Why Bother With Taking Notes?

3. Preparing to Take Notes  

4. Self Test: How Do You Rate as a Note Taker?

5. What’s Important & What’s Not?

6. Speeding Up Note Taking

7. Lesson Plan: Vocabulary

8. Why Is Vocabulary Important?

9. Latin & Greek Roots

10. Vocabulary Roots

11. Make Your Memory Work

12. Using Mnemonics

13. Building Vocabulary

14. Using Vocabulary

15. New Vocabulary List

16. Lesson Plan: Writing a Story

17. Backgrounder: Storytelling

18. Stepping Stones to Writing

19. Fill in the Blanks Essay

20. OLES Writing Tips

Fear defeats more people than

any other one thing in the

world.

Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Be bold. 

If you're going to make an

error, make a doozey, 

and don't be afraid 

to hit the ball.

Billie Jean King

Objective:
This component includes a number of short exercises which are designed to highlight the

importance of notetaking in the learning process as well as in the workplace.  

Time: Variable

Materials: None required

Instructions:

1. To start this topic off, discuss and review the participants’ own work at taking notes

in the program to date. Underline how different students use different strategies.

Record helpful ideas as well as unproductive ideas.

2. Have the group complete the self-test How Do You Rate As a Note Taker?

3. Compare the participants’ scores. How does this compare to their impressions from

the opening discussion? Where did they each learn their style of note taking? Have

them surmise what the consequences of their different note taking styles would be in

the work place. 

4. Display the overhead Why Should We Take Notes? Ask the group what their

conclusions are from this information on memory retention. 

5. Ask the students what would be the perception of employers if they had two

employees: one taking notes at a staff meeting, and the other sitting there with a

blank pad of paper. Other scenarios: taking a customer’s order, attending a training

session, receiving particular instructions. 

Lesson Plan

Note Taking

R1R19/5
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Why Bother With
Taking Notes?

You already know that if you want to understand and remember information

during a meeting, training program, or course, you have to pay attention and

listen. But paying attention and listening aren’t enough. 

Factors like time passing have a huge effect on the knowledge you acquire.

The way our memory works, if you don’t take good notes, and use them,

you’re just not going to remember very much. 

Test this for yourself. Try to write everything you remember from the last

session. How much has stayed with you?

How can you get more out of a session? What can you do to learn and

remember the information? By taking notes, that’s how!

Taking notes means writing everything that’s important without writing

everything that’s said. 

We remember only: 

10% of what we read.

20% of what we hear.

30% of what we see. 

50% of what we see and hear. 

70% of what we say. 

90% of what we do and say. 

However we can remember 100% if we take good notes. 

All human wisdom is summed

up in two words; wait and

hope.

Alexandre Dumas
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Your life becomes the thing

you have decided it shall be.

Raymond Charles Barker

Preparing to take notes involves two things: having the supplies you need and

getting your brain geared up to process information. 

Supplies:

• Take notes on loose-leaf paper. You can move sheets around and add

articles, photocopies or drawings as you wish. 

• Loose-leaf paper usually has a margin. Use that margin. Write in key

ideas to help you organize your notes. 

• Think about the advantages of writing your notes on one side of the

paper only. Keep the blank side free to add information, details,

further explanations, or for questions to quiz yourself. 

• If you are not using a computer, a pencil is better than pen for taking

notes. Why? Simply because it is a lot easier and faster to correct

mistakes by erasing them. 

Prepare Your Brain!
Just how are you supposed to prepare your brain? Simple. Read the subject

matter you’ll be covering beforehand. By reading the material before the

session, you get your brain ready to store the information. 

A ready brain means that you can:

• Determine what’s important. 

• Get familiar with the vocabulary.

• Do a better job of understanding the explanations.

• Do a better job of organizing your notes.

Preparing to 
Take Notes  

R1R19/7
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Self Test

How Do You Rate as
a Note Taker?

What kind of note-taking skills do you have? This little test will help you

get on track or stay on track. Answer yes or no to the following questions: 

Y�  N � 1. Do you read about the subject matter beforehand? 

Y�  N � 2. Do you prepare your supplies?

Y�  N � 3. Do you write the date on your notes?

Y�  N � 4. Do you paginate your notes?

Y�  N � 5. Do you ask questions when you don’t understand?

Y�  N � 6. Do your notes include definitions?

Y�  N � 7. Do your notes include explanations?

Y�  N � 8. Do your notes include examples?

Y�  N � 9. Do your notes include details and variations?

Y�  N � 10.Do you use abbreviations and symbols?

Y�  N � 11.Do you write for speed instead of trying to be perfect?

Y�  N � 12.Do you write the information in your own words?

Y�  N � 13.Do you take time to complete your notes afterwards?

Y�  N � 14.Do you compare your notes with friends to make sure 

you got it?

The more you answered yes the better you are at Taking Notes. How did

you rate?

Don’t worry if you answered no to a few of the questions. You still may

have excellent note-taking skills. Remember that there’s no right way to

take notes. What’s important is to find a comfortable and effective

technique. 

It is wisdom to believe the

heart.

George Santayana
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What we call the beginning is

often the end. And to make an

end is to make a beginning.

The end is where we start

from.

T.S. Eliot

Pay attention to keywords. 
Many people use certain phrases or key words to introduce important

information….remember this…..it is important to know what….be sure to

understand….etc. If you hear these expressions, pay special attention!

Decode the presenter’s behaviour.
Often behaviour will highlight the more important material. Check it out!

Did you ever notice these kinds of behaviours in presenters? 

• They stop talking and refer to their notes. If often means that the

following information is important. 

• They underline or circle information on the board or flipchart

paper. Count on this material being important. Count on including

this information in your notes. 

• They take a long time to repeat a particular element of

information or they refer to it several times. Time spent on a

subject is a good clue to its importance. 

• They slow down and speak louder. It usually means they are

saying something important. 

Pick out the main ideas.
People often feature main ideas and themes by repeating them or by writing

them on the board. Listen for this information. 

Taking Notes

What’s Important &
What’s Not?

R1R19/9
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Taking Notes

What’s Important & What’s Not?

Be alert for definitions and explanations!

You need definitions and explanations to get a solid grasp of the subject

matter. They belong in your notes, but the last think you want to do is write

exactly what someone says. Try to put this information into your own

words. It will make it easier for you to understand the material when you

read your notes. 

Don’t forget examples! 

Examples are important because they are often very helpful when you’re

trying to understand formulas or concepts and their applications. They

provide concrete illustrations, and they help you think about the

information, the theory, and their application. A knowledge of examples

puts you in a better position to understand the whole area. 

Variations and details are important too!

Variations or details show how different aspects of the information fit

together. Include these variations and details in your notes! Why? It’ll help

you target the most important information and understand the links between

the different elements and applications. 

Knowing the details and variations of subject matter can make a big

difference on a multiple-choice exam. Have you ever started at a

multiple-choice question, unable to choose only one because all of the

answers seemed correct? You’re more likely to find the right choice if you

have a solid grasp of variations and details. 

Here are some key words that will help you identify details and variations.

Check them out and ask your friends if they know more,

More than, less than, essential, usually, comes before, comes

after, never, rarely, frequent, often, always, major, important. 

Everything comes to him who

hustles while he waits.

Thomas A. Edison
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Never apologize for showing

feeling. When you do so, you

apologize for truth.

Benjamin Disraeli

If you wanted to have every word you’d tape the session right? But the point

of taking notes is to write everything that’s important. There are a couple of

tools you can use to help: 

Use abbreviations! 
Use abbreviations and symbols. Different subjects often have their own

jargon, abbreviations, and symbols. It’s important to work out your system so

that there’s no confusion when you’re reading your notes later. 

Write for speed! 
Don’t try to write complete sentences. And don’t use your Sunday best

writing. This will just low you down. What’s the point of nice, clean and tidy

notes, if they are incomplete? Just keep this rule of thumb in mind. What you

write is more important than the way you write it. 

Write in your own words! 
You have to think fast to be able to write notes in your own words. It’s not

easy, but after all, practice makes perfect, doesn’t it! Test this out yourself!

You will be amazed at how much easier it is to study something when the

notes are written in your own words. 

Build your Vocabulary!
The larger your vocabulary, the easier it is to understand and use information.

Besides making it easier for you to follow, a rich vocabulary will also help

you take notes in your own words. And how do you enlarge your vocabulary?

Read. Read books, magazines, newspapers, newsletters, or anything else.

Reading will expose you to new words and ideas and allow you to become

familiar with them. When you run into words that are new to you, write them

down. Ask someone for the meaning or look the words up in a dictionary or

encyclopedia. 

Taking Notes

Speeding Up 
Note Taking

R1R19/11
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Lesson Plan

Vocabulary

Objective:
This component includes a number of short exercises which illustrate how expanding one’s

vocabulary strengthens one’s communication skills.

Time: Variable

Materials:
Dictionaries.

Instructions:

1. Introduce the topic of vocabulary by suggesting that our word choice affects our

ability to communicate. Allow for a brief brainstorm on ways to improve our word

choice.

2. Have the group discuss the Vocabulary Roots (p.9/16).  Discuss using the guide on

p. 9/13. 

Success is the ability to go

from one failure to another

with no loss of enthusiasm.

Sir Winston Churchill
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When one door of happiness

closes, another opens; 

but often we look so long at

the closed door that we do not

see the one which has been

opened for us.

Helen Keller

1. logy doctrine, theory, science, the study of....

2. nomy the sum of knpwledge rregarding an area of study

3. cite to summon

4. part a portion or subdivision

5. ex out of

7. ob in the way of, tpward

8. sim like, same

9. demo people

10. voc to call

11. cre to make

12. geo earth, ground

13. auto self, same

14. haemo blood

15 homo same, alike

Lesson Plan

Vocabulary

R1R19/13
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Why Is Vocabulary
Important?

The way you communicate with others and they way you express yourself

all depends on your vocabulary. Using the proper words to describe or

explain something will make a big difference to how clearly you express

yourself. 

DO YOU HAVE A GOOD VOCABULARY?

Do you know and use a lot of different words in your everyday

conversations and writings? What words do you use when you’re in a gym

playing soccer? Or when you’re sitting around a dinner table with your

family? Or at work? Or at a party with some friends? 

Check out how rich your vocabulary is by choosing an object and

describing it – its shape, its colour, its origin, its purpose, the way it feels,

its smell, etc. 

• Try to describe exactly how you feel on a rainy day. 

• Try to describe exactly what an orange is. 

• Try to describe exactly what the sky is like today. 

• Try to describe exactly how you feel after an overtime win in a

hockey tournament. 

• Try to describe exactly what the atmosphere was like at the last

concert you went to. 

Never give out while there is

hope; but hope not beyond

reason, for that shows more

desire than judgment.

William Penn
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A person who has never made

a mistake has never tried

anything new.

Albert Einstein

Be aware of the fact that a lot of the words we use everyday have Latin and Greek roots.

Some of our words are taken directly from these languages. Some were adapted or rebuilt.

Some of these words are prefixes (they come before), and others are suffixes (they come

after). Use these roots as tools to help you figure out how our language works and what all

the complicated and not so complicated words mean. 

Graph is from the Latin verb graphon meaning writing or recording. Think of words like

graphology, pictograph, paragraph, graphic, telegraph, photograph, monograph, graphite, (its

what’s in a pencil) and many more. 

Tele is from the Greek word tele, meaning far or distant. Think of words like telephone,

telegraph, television, telepathy, telescope, teleport, telephoto. 

Photo is from the Greek photos, meaning light. Think of words like photocopy,

photosynthesis, photograph, phototype. 

Cur is from the Latin word curare meaning taking care of, looking after, nursing. Think of

words like incurable, pedicure, manicure, security, procure, curator, insecure. 

Bi is from the Latin word bi, meaning double, duality, two. Think of words such s bilingual,

biceps, biannual, bicycle, binocular, bipartisan, bifocal, bicentennial. 

Labor is from the Latin verb labor meaning to work. Think of words like laboratory,

collaborate, elaborate, laborious, laborer. 

Man is from the Latin word manus, meaning hand. Think of words like manual, manipulate,

manicure, and maneuver manual labour. 

Dic is from the Latin word dicere meaning to say with authority. Think of words like

dictionary, predication, benediction, malediction, dictate, indicate. 

These are only a few examples, there are hundreds more. 

Vocabulary

Latin & Greek Roots

R1R19/15
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Vocabulary Roots

Make your own list with more roots! 

You’ll find more in the list below. Find out what the roots are, where they

come from and what they mean. 

1. ______ Analogy, ecology, geology, psychology, morphology, biology

2. ______ Astronomy, economy, gastronomy, autonomy

3. ______ Biology, biosphere, biography biograph, bio-rhythm 

4. ______ Apartment, participate, particular, department, compartment, 

particle, separate

5. ______ Exterior, extract, expose, exceed, extend

6. ______ Paragraph, parallel, paramedic, parameter, paralegal

7. ______ Obvious, obstacle, obtain, oblige, objection

8. ______ Similar, simplify, simultaneous, assimilate, dissimulate

9. ______ Democracy, epidemic, demographic, demonstration 

10. ______ Vocabulary, advocate, vocal, vocation, evocative, provocative

11. ______ Create, recreation, concrete, cremation

12. ______ Geology, geography, geometric, geophysics

13. ______ Automobile, autobiography, autonomy, automatic

14. ______ Haemoglobin, haemorrhage, haemotology

15. ______ Homosexual, homonym, homophobic, homogeneous

What others can you come up with?

I'm a great believer in luck,

and I find the harder I work,

the more I have of it.
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None of us will ever

accomplish anything excellent

or commanding except when

he listens to this whisper

which is heard by him alone.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Memory has a lot to do with it.

Learning something new requires a lot of effort because your memory has no

reference for organizing all this new material. A way to ease things is to

create links between things you already know and new things you’re learning.

Use imagery and comparisons. Be creative!

Lets say you’re walking to the store to buy coffee, eggs, muffins, ham,

cheese, milk, and bread. As you’re walking along you repeat the list over and

over in your head. But when you get there you forget to buy the eggs. How

frustrating!

The trick is to try to remember stuff as a whole or in a context rather than

separately. 

Your memory is unlimited when you know how to use it properly. And using

it properly means not overloading it, writing things down, saying them out

loud, telling people about the new stuff learned and practicing. 

Vocabulary

Make Your 
Memory Work

R1R19/17
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Use Mnemonics* 

Mnemonics is from the Greek word mnemonikos meaning to remember.

Mnemonics are rhymes and other tricks to help you remember things. 

• Do you remember when to put the clocks ahead or back? Try to

remember Spring forward, Fall back. 

• 30 days hath September, April, June and November. All the rest have

31, except February.

• I before E, except after C or when sounded as A, as in neighbour

and weigh. 

•` Do you know in which order the planets are arranged? Try and

remember this: My Very Enormous Mother Just Served Us

Nachos: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,

Neptune. 

• When music is written, composers use a scale, which consists of

lines and spaces. An easy way to remember the lines is to say, Every

Good Boy Deserves Fun (EGBDF). And to remember the spaces,

you say FACE starting from the bottom. 

Think about it. Talk about it with some friends. Share the ones you know.

Make some up. Collect them! Make up funny ones! There’s no right or

wrong. As long as they work! 

Great things are not done by

impulse, but by a series of

small things brought together.

Vincent van Gogh

*Pronounced nuh-mon-ics
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Man must be arched and

buttressed from within, else the

temple wavers to dust.

Marcus Aurelius

Rhythm and Blues!
Ever notice how easily you remember the lyrics to songs you like? This is

because of the beat. It is proven that rhythm helps learning. So it might not

be a bad idea for you and some friends to get together and write a Rap song

or something neat about some new words you learned or anything else you’d

like to remember. 

Reading Never Hurts!
Whether you read DVD jackets, advertising, newspapers, or manuals, you

come across new words. You understand them because of the context they are

in, because you look them up or because you ask someone around you. You

do learn a lot when you read!

Use Lists!
Having a list of new words at hand can be a big help. Put a sheet of paper on

the fridge or on your notice board, and write down any new words you learn.

But they won’t mean much unless you use them. So practice!

Challenge yourself!
Dropping some big unusual words in everyday conversations is fun. It can

have a tremendous effect. It can start a trend. Try and learn one new word a

week and be sure to use it as much as possible. For example you can say

something like this: “I made the most egregious error at work today.” Or “I

can’t stand the word basically. Its usage has become ubiquitous.”

Building Vocabulary

R1R19/19
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Using Vocabulary

Try a little exercise with your friends—two minutes of nonstop questions.

The rule is that the person cannot answer with yes or no. Using vocabulary

well is not only using big words, it’s also being able to make a good answer

that gives useful information. For example: 

Bob: What did you do today?

Renee: Today I went downtown with a friend and we went shopping for

new spring clothes. 

Bob: Did you buy anything?

Renee: I purchased a new pair of jeans, a new dress and some $6 shoes.

Bob: Did you see anyone you knew?

Renee: Actually I did. My boyfriend works at the department store we

shopped in. 

Bob: Did you make any plans to do anything special?

Renee: Of course, we are going out for dinner tonight. It’s our 3-month

anniversary.

Bob: Did you buy him a present?

Renee: Yes.

Bob: Hah, hah! You answered incorrectly! You weren’t supposed to

answer with yes! 

Learning a new word is like learning a new language. You can’t expect to

hear it once and remember it the rest of your life. You have to practice and

be patient! 

Facing it. 

Always facing it. 

That's the way to get through.

Face it!

Joseph Conrad
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New Vocabulary List

R1R19/21

Word                Dictionary Definition         Example of Use in a Sentence

ominous exhibiting evil, foreboding It was ominous when the mirror
fell off the wall.
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Lesson Plan

Writing

Objective:
This exercise is designed to help students articulate and deliver their opinions and

arguments in a convincing manner. It will also help students practice the initial steps of

essay writing. 

Time: Variable

Materials:
Overhead projector or flipchart paper. 

Instructions:

1. Introduce the group to the overall topic area. One way of doing this would be to

tell the group that before the afternoon is over, they will be writing essays. 

Through discussion, illustrate the flow of logic in essay writing – essentially a

blue print for an argument structure, designed to convince others of our opinion. 

2. Next, have the group complete some sociometric exercises. Have students

position themselves according to some of the following statements: 

Preserving language and culture is a lost cause and costs too much. Funding

should be eliminated. 

If there are no jobs, there is no point in funding higher education.

Marijuana and soft drugs should be legalized. 

College education should be free for everyonet. 

The minimum wage should be raised to $15 per hour. 

Beer should be sold in corner stores.

It is good to have an end to

journey toward; but it is the

journey that matters, in 

the end.

Ursula K. Le Guin
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In every person who comes

near you look for what is good

and strong; honor that; try to

imitate it, and your faults will

drop off like dead leaves when

their time comes.

John Ruskin

You may want to solicit two or three other suggestions from the students. 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Briefly survey the students. Have them differentiate their opinions (e.g., Beer should

be sold at corner stores.). from their argument rationale (e.g., This will assist

independent retailers in making a living.) 

3. Now have the participants write out one of their arguments using the Fill In the

Blank Essay. Coach them on logic, appeal to the reader, clarity, and title. Encourage

the use of grammatical, spelling and logical choices.

Once this is done, have the participants read their essays out loud. Encourage a

round of applause, not for their opinion but for their ability to argue their opinion. 

4. An optional exercise if extra time is found. Collect the written essays and have them

copied on transparencies. Then with the author’s permission, show the written work

on the transparencies, and ask for the group’s feedback using “two likes and a

wish.”

Lesson Plan

Writing



Backgrounder

Storytelling

We all have stories to tell. Each one of us has a story, even many stories.

Here’s a simple way to write a story.

First, tell yourself that you’re going to write something that’s for yourself

alone! No one else is going to see it or read it, unless you feel you want to

share it with someone else. But the story is totally private, totally yours. 

Next, think about the issues, the problems, the challenges that are part of

your life right now. Make a list of them. Look the list over, and pick one of

the items that you feel safe with, and that you feel you want to explore.

Next, using that item, write about how that issue/problem/challenge came

to be part of your life today. What were the circumstances that made it

important in your life? Who were the people or the characters that were

part of it? Were some of those people villains? (What’s a villain?) Were

some of those people heroes? (What’s a hero?) Were you a hero? Were

there events like accidents that played a big part in it? Write the story in

the first or third person (if you don’t know what that means, find out).

Last, write about how this issue/problem/challenge might get resolved.

Could it have a “happy” ending? Could it have some other kind of ending?

Are there several different endings? If so, how does each ending come

about?

How would the world look if

we all showed love, respect

and peace to one

another?

R7
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Self-reverence, 

self-knowledge,

self-control. 

These three alone lead to

sovereign power.

Alfred Tennyson

What is Writing?

Writing as a way of putting down on paper what you feel about something.

Using your imagination. Being creative. Doing research. Organizing ideas.

defending a point of view. Exploring an art. Expressing yourself.

How do YOU do it?

How do you go about writing a paper, article, memo or report? How do you

choose a subject? Where do you do your research? How do you organize

your ideas?

Observation

Observation is the key. Observing, then analysing, documenting,

summarizing, discussing...

But what do I observe?

Who do I spy on?

What do I gossip about?

You name it. Anything or anyone, just as long as you’re aware of the fact that

you’re developing a critical mind, and, indirectly, your creativity. 

Stepping Stones 

to Writing
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Life has no meaning. Each of

us has meaning and we bring

it to life. 

It is a waste to be asking the

question when you are the

answer. 

Joseph Campbell 

An Opinion

• is not a fact

• is a belief

• is based on what seems probable or true to san individual.

An Essay

• is a written argument

• is an attempt to convince others of your opinion

• has three parts

1. Introduction

Includes your thesis statement—your opinion of what you want to

prove. May include definitions.

2. The Body of the Argument

Statements of fact that back up your opinion.

3. Conclusion

A restating of your opinion and how it is supported by the body of

your argument.

Stepping Stones 

to Writing
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You will not find poetry

anywhere unless you bring

some of it with you.

Joseph Joubert

Step 1:  Know what’s required.
What is the assignment? Do you have to discuss, summarize, outline,

analyse, tell a story, record facts, or report something? Make sure you

know exactly what it is you should be doing. This will have a big impact

on how you should get ready.

Make sure you also know how long whatever you’re writing must be. It

doesn’t make much sense to spend long hours researching if you only have

to write a single paragraph.

Step 2.   Select your subject.
When you’re free to choose your own subject, make sure you go with

something you know about and feel comfortable writing about.

Step 3.  Do research
Research is a lot more than just books. There are many ways to do

research. There are many places to find out what you need to know. There

are many people you can meet. There are many resources you can consult.

Look over this list. Can you think of any other possibilities?

• internet

• libraries

• newspapers (online and print)

• magazines (online and print)

• videos (online and electronic)

• radio

• friends and family

• professional workers

• colleagues

• other________________________________________________

Gathering information takes time. Don’t wait until the last minute to get

started. 
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Ruin and recovering are both

from within.

Epictetus

Step 4: Brainstorm ideas.

List all the ideas you have about the topic. Don’t censor or reject anything at

this point. All ideas can be constructive. You never know where an idea can

lead. After all, if you knew exactly what to write, you’d be doing it instead of

thinking about it, right? A bonus of brainstorming ideas is that it will help

you decide if your topic is too narrow or too broad.

Step 5: Make an outline.

Develop an outline, a plan of what the project is going to contain. The outline

can take many forms—a list, a branching pattern like a tree—so long as it

summarizes the ideas you have put together. Choose one you are comfortable

with. And remember that the purpose of the outline is to help you organize

your information in a logical way.

Keep in mind that the outline you come up with can be followed as you go

along or you can change it at any time. 

Step 6: Develop a rough copy.

• The best was to start off is to use the reporter’s approach. Answer the

5 W’s: WHO? WHAT? WHEN? WHERE? WHY?

• You can add more questions as you go along: questions like HOW?

or SO WHAT? 

• Make sure you have only one idea in every paragraph. 

• Use transition words and phrases to make your writing easier to read:

for example however, nevertheless, on the other hand.
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No one can really pull you up

very high — you lose your grip

on the rope. 

But on your own two feet you

can climb mountains.

Louis Brandeis

Step 7: Proofread.

• Have a colleague, instructor, or anyone else you trust proofread

your text.

• Read it out loud to help you find the places for proper punctuation.

For example, natural pauses will need commas. Reading aloud will

help you identify where to insert question marks, quotation marks,

or exclamation marks.

• Read through the piece with a critical eye and ask yourself the

following questions:

• Did I meet the requirement?

• Did I use simple sentence structure?

• Did I follow a logical development?

• Was I creative?

Can you think of other questions you should ask yourself when you review

and proofread your piece?

• ___________________________________

• ___________________________________

• ___________________________________

• ___________________________________

• ___________________________________

.
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The gain in self-confidence of

having accomplished a

tiresome labour is immense.

Arnold Bennett

Step 8: Write the final copy.

• Use a computer if at all possible. 

• Double space.

• Make sure you use appropriate margins: top, bottom and sides.

• Use only one side of the page.

• Always include a title page.

A neatly typed report will always be received much more

favourably than a messy piece. However, never think that a neat

report will disguise a poorly researched or poorly thought out

piece. 

Extra time will sometimes produce extra quantity but not

necessarily extra quality.
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Pain is a part of being alive,

and we need to learn that.

Pain does not last forever, nor

is it necessarily unbeatable,

and we need to be taught that.

Harold Kushner

Expressing yourself clearly.

Expressing yourself clearly is crucial in both speaking and writing. If

you’re not clear, you won’t be understood. Are you a clear talker or writer?

This little exercise will help you find out. Cover the definitions that follow

the words below while you are making up your own definitions.

Write a brief definition of Pow Wow.

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

A Pow-Wow is an occasion when Aboriginal Peoples get together to join

in dancing, visiting, renewing, sleeping-over, renewing old friendships and

making new ones. It is a time to renew thoughts of the old ways and to

preserve a rich heritage. *

•http://www.elements.nb.ca/theme/ethics/pow/wow.htm
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Luck is the by-product of

busting your fanny.

Don Sutton

Explain in a few lines what basketball is:

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Basketball is a fast indoor or outdoor ball game played by two teams of 5

people. A circular open-bottomed basket is fixed 3 metres above the ground

at each end of the court and a goal is scored by throwing the ball into the

opponent’s basket.

• Once again, compare the definitions.
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We either make ourselves

miserable, or we make

ourselves strong. The amount

of work is the same.

Carlos Castaneda

Explain in a few lines what language is:

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Wikipedia defines language as communication of thoughts and feelings

through a system of arbitrary signals, such as voice sounds, gestures, or

written symbols. A language system has rules for usage. Cuneiform is one

of the first known forms of written language, but spoken language is

believed to predate writing by tens of thousands of years.

• Once again, compare the definitions.

• Which is the easiest to understand?

• Did I make myself clear?

• How can I be more clear in what I say or write?

Stepping Stones 

to Writing
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The courage to be is the

courage to accept oneself, in

spite of being unacceptable.

Paul Tillich

R19/34

The reading and writing connection

Last but not least, reading is the best way to improve your writing skills.

When you read, you are exposed to new words, sentence structure,

grammar usage, punctuation. The list can go on and on.

If you want to improve your writing skills...read...read...read!

• Explore

• Research

• Create

• Develop

• Innovate

• Analyse

• Summarize

• Report

Most of all...have fun writing!
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Fill in the Blanks Essay

Title _________________________________________________Date__________Name_____________________

1. INTRODUCTION (include your thesis statement).

I believe that 

2. BODY OF YOUR ARGUMENT:

I believe this because

I also think that

We need to consider

3. CONCLUSION

For these reasons, 
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Writing Tip Sheet
This tool provides practical tips to help you improve your writing skills.  Review each of the tips below  
and practise the ones that are the most relevant to your learning needs.  

General Tips

	 z	 Determine why you are writing before you start (e.g. to inform, to persuade or to explain).

	 z	 Write down a list of ideas (i.e., brainstorm) before you begin to write.

	 z	 Keep your writing short and to the point by setting a length or word limit.  

	 z	 Write neatly so that others can read your writing.

	 z	 	When writing numbers, spell-out the numbers from zero to nine, and use digits for numbers  
that are higher than nine (e.g. 15). 

	 z	 Use words that are simple and easy to understand.

	 z	 Avoid using too many punctuation marks (e.g. exclamation points). 

	 z	 	Use a comma to indicate a break, a pause, or to separate ideas within a sentence (e.g.: Workers  
at the mine site live, work, sleep and eat in close quarters with their co-workers). 

	 z	 Use a dictionary or spell-checker to verify the correct spelling of words. 

	 z	 	Proofread your writing several times to make sure that there are no grammar or spelling errors.

	 z	 	Use formatting techniques to draw attention to important information (e.g. bold, underline, and/or  
italicize text where appropriate).

	 z	 	Use headings to organize your writing into key sections. 

	 z	 	Avoid using the same word too often.  Use a thesaurus to help you identify alternate words that  
have similar meanings.

	 z	 	Only introduce one main idea in each paragraph.

	 z	 	If you use someone else’s words or ideas, make sure to reference the original author or source.  

	 z	 	Review your work to make sure that important information is not missing.

	 z	 	Read your work out loud and listen for anything that sounds awkward or unclear.

	 z	 	Ask a colleague, friend or family member to proofread your work and to provide feedback.

 

assessment  • learning • training supports
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Simplifying Wordy Expressions

Many of the expressions we use everyday should be avoided when writing. These wordy expressions 
often distract the reader. If a word or phrase does not add meaning to your writing, delete it or replace it 
with a simple term. This table will help you simplify commonly used wordy expressions.

Wordy Expressions Simple Terms Wordy Expressions Simple Terms

a large number of… many a small number of… few

during the time that… while at all times… always

in view of the fact that…

for the simple reason that…

due to the fact that…

because on a daily basis… daily

at this point in time…

at the present moment…
now on one occasion… once

in the event that…

should it appear that…
if in many cases…

frequently  

often

it is probable that… probably despite the fact that… although

under the provisions of… under in addition to… also

in order to…

for the purpose of…

as a means of…

to in the near future… soon

by means of…

on the part of…
by in the meantime… meanwhile

Source: http://taje.org/fortaje/PDF/redundant.pdf

OLES Writing Tips
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Higher Level Tips

 z   Use a strong opening statement (two or three lines) to get your reader’s attention. 

 z  State the most important information first.

 z   Create an outline before you start to write; only list key points.

 z   Prepare a table of contents for long documents. 

 z   Use the active voice to keep your writing simple and direct. Focus on the person or thing  
(e.g. use “Sylvain wrote the report” rather than “The report was written by Sylvain”).

 z   Give examples when information is complex or when you want to reinforce a point.

 z   Keep the use of technical terms to a minimum. If they must be used, make sure to explain them  
so that they are easily understood by the reader.

 z   Avoid unnecessary words and delete wordy phrases. Tip: Refer to the Simplifying Wordy 
Expressions section.

 z   Avoid using two words that have the same meaning in one sentence (e.g. close proximity; absolutely 
essential). Use one or the other.

 z   Try to use words that do not specify a gender (e.g. use “firefighter” instead of “fireman”).

 z   Use a colon [:] to introduce lists (e.g. the committee now includes the following people: the director, 
the administrative assistant, the analyst, and the student).

 z   Use a semicolon [;] to separate a complex series of items (e.g. there were employees from Ottawa, 
Ontario; Calgary, Alberta; and Montreal, Quebec at the conference).

 z   Use transition words to combine sentences with similar ideas or content (e.g. the weather forecast 
says it will be hot today; however, I am going to wear a sweater). Tip: Refer to the Writing Practice 
and Learning Exercises for a list of transition words.

 z   Tailor your writing to your audience (e.g. use professional language when communicating with a client).

 z   Review your writing and anticipate questions your reader may have. Incorporate the answers  
into your writing.

OLES Writing Tips
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Notes:

Literacy and Essential Skills—for LEARNING, WORK, and LIFE

To learn more about literacy and essential skills and other related tools, visit  
hrsdc.gc.ca/essentialskills.
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140 Promenade du Portage, Phase IV, 12th Floor
Gatineau, Quebec  K1A 0J9

Fax: (819) 953-7260
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e-Text Diskette, e-Text CD, or DAISY), by contacting  
1 800 O Canada (1 800 622 6232). If you have a hearing 
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Writing Practice  
and Learning Exercises
Develop your writing skills by completing the following exercises. Use the Writing Tip Sheet to help  
you as you work through the exercises. A learning plan template is also included to help guide your 
skills development. 

General Practice Exercises

 1 LOGICAL FLOW

When writing, ideas must be presented in a logical flow to be clear to the reader. For example, when telling  
a story your ideas should be written in the order that they took place. 

The following sentences are in the wrong order:  

They walked back home together for lunch.

She ran into her friend, Tim.

Sabrina and Tim watched the birds and the frogs.

Sabrina went for a walk in the forest. 

Use the space provided below to re-order the sentences so that the story follows a logical flow. 

Answers: 1) Sabrina went for a walk in the forest. 2) She ran into her friend, Tim. 3) Sabrina and Tim watched the birds 
and the frogs. 4) They walked back home together for lunch.

OLES Writing Tips
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2    TRANSITION WORDS 

Transition words connect ideas. The table below lists examples of words that can be used to connect ideas 
within a single sentence, or to connect two separate sentences.  

Ex
am

pl
es

Purpose: To indicate  
a cause or reason

Purpose: To indicate  
an example

Purpose: To compare  
or contrast

because for example although

due to specifically however

since in particular whereas

as for instance similarly

Practise using transition words to connect ideas by filling in the blanks with the appropriate word(s): 

a) Tania arrives at work every morning at 8:00 sharp, __________________, she did not arrive until 8:20 this 
morning. Her car would not start __________________ the temperature dropped to -25 degrees Celsius last 
night. 

b) __________________ the recent increase in demand for potatoes, farmers took special care of this year’s 
potato crop. __________________, some farmers covered their potato plants with a clear film to protect 
them against the autumn frost, __________________ others planted Yukon Gold potatoes, known to be 
one of the hardiest potato varieties in North America.  

Higher Level Practice Exercises

 1   WRITING MEMOS

Practise writing effective memos using the following guidelines. A sample layout has 
been provided to demonstrate the basic format requirements of a standard memo. 
Tip: Memos can be written using a word processor or in email format. 

	 z    Keep your memo brief and to the point (1 or 2 pages).

	 z     Make sure that relevant information is in the heading, including the names  
of the recipient(s) and sender(s), the date, and the subject of the memo.

	 z     Use the subject line to clearly state what the memo is about. The subject  
line should be brief to grab the reader’s attention.

	 z     Send the memo only to those who need to read it.

	 z     Do not include sensitive information that is more suitable for a face-to-face 
discussion.

	 z     Specify the purpose of the memo in the opening sentence of the first paragraph.

	 z     Provide background and supporting information if required. Include longer  
pieces as attachments.

	 z     List key points using bullets or numbers.

	 z     State recommendations for further action in the second paragraph.

	 z     Finish the memo by stating any actions you want the reader to take.

Suggested Answers: 1) however; 2) because; 3) Due to; 4) For example; 5) whereas.
MEMORANDUM

To:

From:

Date:

Subject:

[Salutation]

[First Paragraph]

[Second Paragraph]

[Closure]

[Signature]

OLES Writing Tips
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2    EFFECTIVE WRITING

    Use this step-by-step process to practise your writing skills:

1.  Prepare: Identify the purpose of your writing and answer the following questions: What am I writing? 
What is my main objective? What do I want to achieve? Who is my audience?

2. Getting Started: Brainstorm. Use your creativity to generate ideas for what you are writing about.

3.  Research: Gather information from various sources to ensure that you have a good understanding of 
your subject before you begin writing.

4. Plan: Create an outline to help organize and structure your writing. 

5.  Write: Write a first draft focusing on your main message. Concentrate on writing down all of your 
ideas. Include supporting details or interesting facts in your writing. 

7. Get Feedback: Ask a friend or a colleague to look over your revised work and provide feedback. 

6.  Edit: Review your work. Check to make sure that your writing is clear, organized, well-structured, 
and that you have used the appropriate language, tone and style. Check for grammar and spelling 
mistakes. Make any necessary revisions. 

8.  Write a Final Draft: Complete a final version, incorporating any necessary changes noted in the 
feedback provided and any additional changes you may have. Read over your work to ensure that 
there are no mistakes.

OLES Writing Tips
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Additional Learning Exercises 

	 z     Find a writing mentor – someone who has strong writing skills and who would be willing to work with 
you on improving your writing skills. A mentor can be a colleague, a friend or a family member. 

       Ask your mentor to review your work and identify areas that are unclear, sentences that could have 
been structured better, or ideas that need to be more fully explained. Make revisions based on their 
feedback. 

	 z     Use a dictionary to find five words that are unfamiliar to you. Read the dictionary definitions for each 
word, and then write a story that incorporates all five words. 

	 z     Review writing samples or templates that are found in your workplace (e.g. memos, letters, newslet-
ters) and/or in your community (e.g. information bulletins, event calendars, local newspaper articles). 
Make note of the style (e.g. factual vs. informative) and tone (e.g. serious vs. light-hearted) used to 
structure your writing accordingly.

My Learning Plan
Complete this worksheet to help guide your skills development. Set a target date to reach your goals  
and use this date to track your progress.

My learning goal is to improve my writing skills by: __________________________ (insert date).

Tips or practice exercises I can use to improve my writing skills include: 

Additional resources (e.g. books, courses, workshops, co-workers and/or supervisors) to help improve my 
writing skills include:

Additional learning activities (e.g. job shadowing, new work responsibilities, volunteering in my community) to 
help improve my writing skills include:

Results that show I have improved my writing skills include:

Literacy and Essential Skills—for LEARNING, WORK, and LIFE

To learn more about literacy and essential skills and other related tools, visit  
hrsdc.gc.ca/essentialskills.

Cat. No.: HS43-2/8-2009E-PDF  ISBN: 978-1-100-12569-5
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Most people are so busy

knocking themselves out trying

to do everything they think

they should do, they never get

around to do what they want

to do.

Kathleen Winsor
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